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ments in the rapidly increasing worldwide large-scale production of high-quality 

car batteries and accumulators. 

With the oversampling function, the 2-channel measurement terminal achieves 

a maximum sampling rate of 50 ksps per channel. This high sampling rate in high 

voltage applications allows deeper insights into the underlying energy applica-

tions. In generator control, for example, faster response times are possible as a 

result. Moreover, high measurement accuracy enables a more accurate frequen-

cy detection, which in turn improves the frequency stabilization in power grids. 

In battery testing applications, load and quality tests can be reliably performed 

due to the high sampling rates possible.

Specialized in extra-high voltages, the ELM3002-0205 is the new member of 

the ELM3xxx measurement device family, which now comprises more than 

30 high-precision and industrial-grade EtherCAT Terminals. Integrated into the 

large EtherCAT Terminal portfolio from Beckhoff, the measurement terminals are 

a foundation for future-proof automation.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/elm3002-0205

ELM3002-0205 EtherCAT measurement terminal 
enables high-voltage measurement

updates, will therefore not interrupt machine control execution. This ensures 

machine availability since Windows is only restarted within the virtual machine 

environment and TwinCAT continues to run in the real-time context supported 

by the TwinCAT/BSD host. 

Through the device passthrough feature of TwinCAT/BSD Hypervisor, hardware 

resources such as GPU, USB and/or network interfaces can be explicitly as-

signed to a virtual machine. In this way, access to the TwinCAT/BSD system by 

user and/or network interfaces can be limited, and the security of the control 

system can be improved. With TwinCAT/BSD Hypervisor, Linux distributions 

can be operated on the controller in addition to Windows, e.g., for running 

Linux containers. In this case, data communication between Linux containers 

and machine controller can be supported by host-only networks. This ensures 

that unencrypted network communication will take place exclusively locally 

between TwinCAT/BSD and the Linux container host, and confidential machine 

data will not leave the Industrial PC.

TwinCAT/BSD Hypervisor as  
a new system feature

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/hypervisor

The ELM3002-0205 EtherCAT measurement terminal is designed for high-volt-

age measurement on batteries, generators and motors. It supports the four 

measurement ranges of ±60, ±120, ±500 and ±1,000 V, respectively, and is 

particularly suitable for applications in the fields of electromobility and renew-

able energies. 

In the field of renewable energies, the new ELM3002-0205 supports, for  

example, the efficiency increase of wind turbines via direct converter control.  

A prerequisite for this is voltage measurement in the 1,000 V range directly on 

the generator. The electromobility segment, for example, has similar require-

TwinCAT/BSD Hypervisor is a system feature of the TwinCAT/BSD operating 

system from Beckhoff that enables the simultaneous execution of virtual ma-

chines (VM) and TwinCAT real-time applications on an Industrial PC. Optimized 

hypervisor integration in TwinCAT/BSD and matching configurations of Beckhoff 

software and hardware enable maximum performance of virtual machines while 

maintaining TwinCAT real-time properties. 

The high-performance execution of virtual machines enables the strengths of 

different operating systems to be utilized on one Industrial PC and the security 

properties of the overall system to be improved by operating user environments 

in a modular and isolated manner. For example, TwinCAT real-time applications 

can be operated separately from a Windows desktop environment for machine 

operation on an Industrial PC. In this context, the Windows operating system is 

run in a virtual machine environment. Windows restarts, e.g., due to software 


